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ˆFine beaches, perfect weather, good people, and a more secure traveling experience˜

If you are looking for all these conveniences and excitement, let Australia handle that for yo

Make a choice from a wide variety 7000 fantastic beaches and enjoy the luscious greens of flor
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ˆFine beaches, perfect weather, good people, and a more secure traveling experience˜

If you are looking for all these conveniences and excitement, let Australia handle that for yo

Make a choice from a wide variety 7000 fantastic beaches and enjoy the luscious greens of flor

Australians are fun-loving people and are very sociable. You can learn so much about their cul
Language Discrepancies

English maybe the widely spoken language in Australia but there are utterances which makes the

Some of the most common are Cobber = Buddy, Fairdinkum = Really and Cold One = Beer. Phrases s

The word ˆroot˜ may have evolved to mean ˆsex˜ in Australia so it is better to keep from sayin
Weather

Among the 7 continents, Australia probably has the weirdest climate. Unlike the US, the months

Keep in mind that Australia´s climate is just the exact opposite with that of the Northern Hem

Southern Australia was recorded to having the harshest climate during the summer season and ke
Depending on where you are headed, there are must-haves and clothing you will need to prepare
Sunglasses and sunscreens and light clothing are important in Australia due to hot climate in
Transportation

Public vehicles such taxis are commonplace in Australia. Most taxis charge ˆflagfall˜ and a su
ˆKeep left˜ is the rule of driving here. It can be quite confusing at times but being careful
Tipping

Just the exact opposite of the west. Tipping may not be a no-no but it is not generally practi

There are simply 1001 ways to enjoy the beauty of Australia and the good thing is, you can add
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